
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summer on ‘The Field’ – Message from our Chair. 
Events 

This has been an event-full summer! We hosted 3 BBQs (one on mid-summer’s eve), held a cob oven building day, 

and every week we extended our Tuesdays to 7pm or 8pm.  An ecologist was on the field mid-September to guide us 

in a bat survey.  We took part in the Exeter Green Fair, Ian 

represented us at the Shillingford Hog Roast, and we 

supplied produce to the Newtown Ten Mile Feast event in 

Belmont Park.  We will be hosting our Open Day on 23
rd

 of 

September.  And in between all of that we did some growing! 

Produce 

We have had an abundance of excellent French beans, an 

explosion of cabbages, some of which could feed at least 3 

large families. Our white onions are also huge and plentiful 

and will keep us going well into the winter as will the garlic.  

Carrots, chard, potatoes, endless tomatoes and raspberries, 

there is still so much produce on the field  … so come and 

reap the harvest of your hard work! 

Infrastructure 

The boarding up of 

beds and laying of paths is progressing well.  Jake and Richard have 

installed a new 1000ltr tank which will facilitate the delivery of water from our 

irrigation pond to the beds. Thanks to Julia, we have a dashing scarecrow in 

the orchard to ward off the deer. 

Wildlife 

There was great excitement on the field in the first week of September when 

3 young adders were discovered in the In Bloom compost heap. Jake 

bravely moved them, for their safety, to the perennial compost pile.  So if 

you are wearing sandals on the field, beware!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NEWSLETTER 
Autumn 2017 

 

OYEZ OYEZ ! ……….    
tell everybody about our OPEN DAY 

Saturday 23rd September 2-5 pm 
 

 
Vicky cuts the first Pizza from the Cob Oven 

 
Jake trying to turn 1000 litres of water into beer. 

 

 
Potatoes drying in ‘The Shed’. 

A very big thank you to all our 

members and friends who 

have made this an eventful, 

successful and enjoyable 

summer. Lana. 



 

WHY I JOINED EGC by Stephen 

It was suggested I might write a piece from the perspective of a new 

member; I joined at the beginning of August.  I’d planned to make 

contact and get involved for a while, as part of thinking about “life 

after retirement”.  Forty years of working as a church minister did not 

easily allow for regular commitment to activities in other contexts, 

although we did always have a garden of some kind which I could 

tend at irregular times, though never with a significant vegetable plot.  

When we chose to buy a house near Exeter to retire to, I explored 

online the possibilities there might be for developing my interest in 

growing food, and was delighted to discover Exeter Growers 

Cooperative was based so close to the house in Ide which we were 

moving into.  Because one of the intentions my wife Brenda and I 

shared was to use the freedom afforded by retirement, especially at 

first before taking on new commitments, to walk the whole southwest coast path consecutively, which we achieved 

between May and July, it was on completing that venture that the time was right to express my interest and discover 

the field.  The fact that it was peak harvest time was purely coincidental! 

Writing this article enables me to articulate what I believe are four reasons I wanted to be part of this enterprise.  First 

that it helps to give structure to my life.  Though every day and every week was different my working life had to be 

quite closely timetabled.  Retirement starts off as quite the opposite.  Indeed for the first five weeks I more or less 

spent every day fitting a new kitchen.  Apart from Sundays, when I’m at church if not leading worship elsewhere, 

which as often as not I am, my EGC membership now ensures that there is something to take up a fair chunk of my 

day on any Tuesday or Saturday that I’m not involved in something else.  It feels really helpful that each week about 

half the days are structured and the others not.   Because there will also be other things that sometimes happen on 

field work days to do with family or holidays or responsibilities related to my continuing vocation despite having retired 

from paid work, I can see it may not average out as much more than one day a week that I spend on the field, but I’ll 

certainly not be spending any Tuesdays or Saturdays at home without a clear purpose to the day.  At least so I am 

thinking in August – hopefully I’ll feel the same on a bitter January morning! 

Secondly, it’s an opportunity to meet people.  In working life I’ve met many thousands and got to know a good number 

well, though moving to a different place every few years meant most of those relationships were passing.  Hopefully 

that will be different from here on, and the chance to get to know folk with whom I can share a leisure interest is great.  

I can already see that as well as having things in common we also find room to debate different perspectives when 

relaxing together over lunch or otherwise when our attention is not concentrated on a particular ground task.  Several 

people have mentioned the importance of regarding the field as a place for relaxation as well as work, so I look 

forward to enjoying the social activities as well as the work of the different seasons, and getting to know you all better. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

September 

Wild Flowers of 

‘The Field’ 

By Margaret 



Mulching a young apple tree

 

Julia and Neil look at the progress of the 

wildlife pond they designed.  

Sadly Julia and Neil will be leaving us soon as 

they are leaving the district. 

Summer Crops – booms and busts 
 
We have done well on most crops this Spring and Summer. Last winter we had an area the size of Belgium under 
leeks and they kept us going through April – 72kg that month alone and 211kg altogether. Through the summer, chard 
and spinach did better than last year; so did potatoes and courgettes; beans were slightly down and peas were a 
failure, at least from the point of view of human eaters. The early harvests of root crops have also been good, and the 
onion bulbs have been far larger this year. 
 

April 1 to August 31 

Crop 2015 
(kg) 

2016 
(kg) 

2017 
(kg) 

 Crop 2015 
(kg) 

2016 
(kg) 

2017 
(kg) 

Broad beans 43.4 60.0 51.4  Potatoes 49.8 95.0 148.5 

French beans* 38.4 27.8 20.2  Courgettes 68.5 37.5 64.8 

Runner beans* 13.3 5.2 6.5  Chard* 30.3 15.7 25.6 

Peas 13.8 12.1 1.6  Spinach* 5.6 4.7 11.4 

* season not yet finished 
 
In the polytunnels the salads kept going through spring and early summer. Tomatoes got off to a later start but 
burgeoned through August, ripening faster than we could pick them. The cucumbers have cropped much more heavily 
and we have grown our first melons, very tasty too. 
 

April 1 to August 31 

Crop 2015 2016 2017 

Tomatoes* 118.4 171.5 207.7 

Cucumber 20.3 9.4 28.0 

Salads 7.8 10.0 25.2 

 
 
Fruit suffered somewhat with a late April frost: very few strawberries and plums 
came through. The fruiting season has been early, with damsons and red eating 
apples all over by late August, and the “autumn” raspberries already past their 
best. Blackcurrants were good again and our jostaberry bush is coming into its 
own. 
 
Once again, thanks to all members for recording their harvests.         Neil 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A really important date : Wednesday 11 October @ 7pm in the 

Conference Room at Shillingford Organics. This is our annual review 

meeting. If any of you are unable to make it, we would all benefit from 

hearing your views on the season and your ideas of how the Co-Op 

needs to develop in the future (over the next five years). I will be 

putting some stuff out in the w/b 25 Sep to kick off the discussion.                                             

David. 

 
Jan and Julia representing EGC at The Exeter Green 

Fair on Cathedral Green. 

INVITATION 
We have been invited to visit the Bovey Community Garden on 

Saturday 21
st
 October. Meet at EGC at 10am to arrange car share. 

 

The Garden is in the old walled garden of the Parke Estate at Bovey 

Tracey. The Estate is owned by the National Trust and Parke House 

is HQ of Dartmoor National Park. Excellent café on site ! 

One of the EGC adders. 



 

 

Our Cob Oven by Joe 
 
We'd signed up to a course at the Centre for Alternative Technology near Machynlleth in Mid Wales in June.  I met 
Vicky and Miki at the services outside Bristol and off we went to Wales with beautiful scenery en route.  We camped at 
a beautiful but empty campsite by a stream in the Ystwyth valley, realising why it was empty once we stepped out the 
car.  Midges aside, we spent a nice evening by the fire and then got up in the morning to go to the course.  Along with 
a dozen or so others we spent half the day building an oven from scratch, from the sand dome to the three layers that 
surround it.  It was an insightful course in a beautiful location with some nice people though we all got carried away in 
our own thoughts on the final layer having seen some rather adventurous designs in the books lying around, with 
frogs, phoenixes and dragons all having been constructed by various people around the globe.  A quick visit to my old 
stomping ground of Aberystwyth afterwards in the sunshine (remember the beautiful weather we had in June!) and we 
made the decision to head home late rather than find a camping spot again, arriving back to Exeter in the wee hours 
of Sunday morning. 

 
So then our turn to replicate what we had learned; a few 
weeks of various members kindly sourcing materials and 
we were set for the build day on August 12th! With the 
help of friends old and new the oven slowly took shape, 
with constant referring to our notes and Margaret's book 
on oven building, the bible by Kiko Denzer.  Though we 
didn't quite get it finished in time on the Saturday we 
returned Sunday morning to add the final layer, after 
Vicky had walked around the adjacent field following the 
cows with a bucket and spade because we'd read 
somewhere that cow poo is a great ingredient for that 
layer...  Suddenly not so keen to jump in bare footed into 
the new, slightly greener mix, we eventually gave in and 
some time later all had been added and the oven was 
done.   

 
A week under Jan's gazebo and it was time to pull out the sand, fingers crossed that it had dried sufficiently to not 
cave in.  Luckily it was all set so on the 19th we lit it, ignoring the words that said its good to fire it up once before 
using it to properly dry everything out and allow it to reach a proper working temperature.  So while Jake's barbecue 
was nicely glowing with heat, our fire was just pumping out 
lots of smoke and not much else. We did get a couple of 
pizzas out of it though! 
 
Lit a second time though it appears to be in proper working 
condition so is now ready for action.  The door, though the 
correct dimensions, does look a bit narrow for pizzas so we'll 
have to get used to making long thin pizzas or small round 
ones. I've got a thermometer for it so we can see just how 
hot it gets so we can then subsequently know what is 
possible to bake inside! And now fully dried we think it looks 
pretty amazing, may we say so ourselves.  So please use it, 
it takes an hour or two to get to temperature but then holds it 
nicely. 
 
Finally a thank you to everyone for their help in sourcing materials and the construction, a beautiful team effort we can 
all be proud of.  I'll be back in Spring by when I imagine you'll all have become amazing pizzaiolo/as... 
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Some scenes from 

around ‘The Field’. 

 

 

 

Richard prepares a 

new path. 

Neil harvests 

onions. 

David inspects the 

leeks. 

 



The Bat Bar-B-Que ! by Fiona. 
 
I hope those of you that came to the bat evening on Saturday, enjoyed it.  There was plenty of tasty food on the BBQ 
so thanks to everyone that brought something along. 
  
We kept the evening informal as we had no idea how many people would be interested / what the weather would do 
etc. but I think it worked ok.  I thought I'd write a brief follow up for anyone that missed it but is interested. 
  
My friend Rory (an ecologist working for local firm Richard Green Ecology) gave a very interesting talk about bats in 
general, UK species, their life cycles, habitats, habits & a some characteristics that help with identification.  He 
explained that the field is an ideal spot for bats, with mature woodland & hedgerows close by & the field itself offering 
a mosaic of habitats for all kinds of wildlife that ensure there are places to shelter & plenty of insects for bats to feed 
on. 
  
We saw & heard 2 types of bat whilst it was still dusk - a Noctule bat (Nyctalus noctula) & a Serotine bat (Eptesicus 
serotinus). The Noctule was audible without a bat detector as they often call below a frequency of 20 kilohertz (khz), 
which is the upper extent of human hearing. Noctules fly up high and in the open, occasionally diving for prey, which 
are typically large moths and beetles. They were flying overhead, commuting and foraging over the field. Noctule bats 
roost almost exclusively in voids inside trees. The Noctule bats we saw were very likely to have been roosting 
somewhere in woodland to the south of the site, as they appeared very early on, before the sun had set, indicating 
that their roost is nearby. 
  
After dusk we listened to some recordings of bat calls from different species. The app Rory was using was 
called Elekon Batlib, which is free of charge and does not require any sign 
up: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.elekon.batlib&hl=en_GB 
  
With the variety of detectors that Rory & Ian kindly provided for the evening, we managed to hear both hunting & 
social calls from Common Pipistrelle (Pipistrellus pipsitrellus) bats (at 45 khz) & Soprano Pipistrelle (Pipistrellus 
pygmaeus) bats (at 55 khz) at the bottom of the field, adjacent to the woodland. These species fly erratically and stick 
close to linear features such as woodland edges and hedgerows. 
  
We were using a variety of detectors, but if anyone is interested in owning one, the ones that the Devon Wildlife 
Trust lent us are probably the most suitable to purchase as they are the most affordable & are quite simple to 
use. These called heterodyne bat detectors. They are many types and brands 
available: http://www.nhbs.com/equipment/heterodyne-bat-detectors 
  
Ian kindly brought along a variety of handouts from the Devon Wildlife Trust which are very informative & I believe a 
few remained in the shed for people's reference. 
  
Regarding other ecology at the field, Rory was impressed with the pond & suggested maybe planting some flag iris, 
pond water-starwort & water plantain, and adding a few small log/brash piles and rock piles close by, as these provide 
suitable overwintering and refugia habitat for amphibians. As is the current situation, it is good to leave the area 
around the pond unmanaged.  if simply left as is, it will mature over time quite happily on its own.  If anyone is 
interested in knowing if we have newts and other amphibians, the easiest way to spot them is to shine a torch in the 
pond after dark. Newts and other amphibians are primarily nocturnal and are easier to spot at night, the best time to 
torch for amphibians is between March and May and in suitable weather conditions (avoid bad weather such as rain 
and low temperatures). 
  
So all in all, an interesting evening that taught us to identify 4 species of bat at the field. It is very likely that there are 
more species of bat present in the field and adjacent woodland than we detected. The Devon Greater Horseshoe Bat 
Project (DGHBP) is an excellent volunteer run project, of which Ian kindly provided a selection of resources. The 
DGHBP can lend out static bat detectors, which you can place in the hedges and woodland on site. These will record 
throughout the night and take recordings of any bats which fly past. EGC will be placing one in ‘The Field’ at the end 
of September. DGHBP will then analyse the data and can tell you exactly which bat species are using the area. More 
information can be found here: http://devonbatproject.org/devon-bat-survey/ if anyone would like to take this further! 
  
There are several local bat groups which carry out surveys, monitor local bat hot spots and get hands on with bats, 
including trapping and handling. The Devon Bat Group and the Devon Bat Conservation and Research Group are two 
which operate in the local area. They are very active and always welcome new members. 
  
Thanks very much to Ian & Rory for their time, knowledge & resources! 
 

ANY IDEAS FOR THEMED BAR-B-QUES NEXT YEAR ? Moths, astronomy, wild flowers, pond dipping ……. 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.elekon.batlib&hl=en_GB
http://www.nhbs.com/equipment/heterodyne-bat-detectors
http://devonbatproject.org/devon-bat-survey/

